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Peso Strength

New supply. 
The foreign borrowing in August, the Samurai bond worth $1.0bn to 
$1.5bn, will help shore up the already peak $85bn gross international 
reserves, bolster supply in effect and boost market psychology in favor of 
the peso. These planned borrowings and recently concluded $2.7bn worth 
(Panda, Global and Eurobond from January to April) that had the balance 
of payment in surplus of $5.2bn are muting the effects on market psychol-
ogy of the negatives such as the still growing trade gap, $16bn as of May 
and 14% drop in foreign direct investments as of April. So far newsflow 
related to receipts were positive in other areas like OFW remittances of 
4.5% ytd and the picture of tourism receipts of $8bn a year, made credible 
by the 15% growth in May of tourist arrivals and 10% ytd to 3.5m.  

Interest rate parity. 
Second, nominal interest rate differential of the local 10 yr govt bond 
yield is 2.9% in our favor or our 4.9% vs 2.0% of 10 yr UST. 

Once the policy cuts get moving, the Fed rate (assumes 50 bps cut in 
2019) will be at 1.75% to 2.0% less inflation of 1.8%, then US benchmark 
real yield falls to 0 to 0.20% Our own is 4.75%, down to 4.00% (assuming 75 
bps policy cut) less 2.7% inflation is 1.30% real yield. Again we’re higher. 

GDP growth differential. 
Philippines is growing 6.0-6.5% this year based on the consensus range. 
The US will slow to a projected 2.5% (Bloomberg survey of big foreign 
banks forecasts) this year from 2.9% last year, being in late stage growth 
cycle (fading impact of fiscal stimulus and Trump’s tax cuts) vs Emerging 
ASEAN 5 growth of 4.4% this year.

Lower inflation 
Last year the key peso weakening factor was inflation of 6.7% in the third 
quarter which saw the peso plunge to Php53.70. It was the major consid-
eration behind BSP’s catch up policy rate hike of 175 bps to 4.75%. With 
lower inflation expectations this year and inflation seen to trough at 2% or 
less in the third quarter, the peso is surely not staying close to the peak 
of last year. 

Weak dollar
The dollar won’t be as strongly supported by the Fed. Last year, the ma-
jor factor behind the dollar strength was the Fed’s fastest rate hiking of 
four 25 bps since 2015. The Fed has just made a pivot this year and is on 
a rate cutting mode this month. It surely won’t help the dollar and has 
reversed sentiment toward emerging market currencies, the Thai baht is 
the best performing ytd up 5.8%. We are next with the peso up 3.8%, ytd. 
The global trade war whose agreement is widely perceived not to impress 
for its potential lack of comprehensiveness and finality will continue to 
fuel global recession risk, an overhang on the US currency. The spectre of 
a growing US trade gap and budget deficit due to the Trump tax cuts and 
more infra spending are both counted as dollar negatives.

What could be some of the proximate causes of a peso weakness? Based 
on recent moves, it’s more of strong US economic data that can deter 
the Fed from doing the rate cuts the markets are currently pricing in, 50 
bps at most.
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Figure 2. Philippines Gross International Reserves

Source: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas
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Figure 3. Philippines Inflation Rate

Source: Philippine Statistics Authority
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Figure 3. 10 YR UST vs PH 10 YR

Source: Bloomberg


